RNUAL Thesis formatting references

Regulatory

Research degrees handbook & regulations,
UAL 2005–6 (keep checking for revisions)

British Standards Specification,
BS4821 (on which UAL base their guidelines)

British Library specifications for submission of a doctoral thesis
(The British Thesis Service, email: dsc-british-thesis-service@bl.uk)

Organization and typography

Phil Baines & Andrew Haslam. Type & typography (2nd edition), London:
Laurence King 2005

Elizabeth Orna & Graham Stevens. Managing information for research,
Buckingham: Open University 2000

—, The visual display of quantitative information, Connecticut: Graphics Press
1983

Also,

Robert Bringhurst. The elements of typographic style (2nd edition), Vancouver:
Hartley & Marks 1997

Geoffrey Dowding. Finer points in the spacing and arrangement of type,
Vancouver: Hartley & Marks (a recent reprint of a book originally from the 1960s)

Art & Design research

Carole Gray & Julian Malins. Visualizing research, a guide to the research process
in art and design, Aldershot: Ashgate 2004

Katie Macleod & Lin Holdridge (eds.). Thinking through art, reflections on art as
research, Routledge 2005 (paperback May 2006)

Katie Bunnell, Re:presenting making, The integration of new technology into
University 1998

Catherine Dixon, A description framework for typeforms; an applied study, PhD

Grete Refsum, Genuine Christian modern art, Present Roman Catholic directives
on visual art seen from an artist’s perspective, PhD thesis, Oslo: AHO 2000

Also,

Fiona Candlin, ‘A proper anxiety, Practice-based PhDs and academic unease’,
Working papers in art & design, vol.1, University of Hertfordshire, ISSN 1466-
4917 at www.herts.ac.uk/artdes1/research/papers/wpades/vol1/candlin2full.html

Davey, J R N. ‘Writing and the in-between’, Point, no.7, Spring/Summer 1999,
CHEAD, pp.12–18

B Graham, ‘Using new formats for PhDs and research degrees’. In Using digital
resources in teaching, learning and research in the visual arts, section 3.5. Visual
Arts Data Service (VADS),
—. ‘The functions of the written text in practice-based PhD submissions’, Working papers in art & design, vol.1, University of Hertfordshire, ISSN 1466-4917 at www.herts.ac.uk/artdes1/research/papers/wpades/vol1/macleod1.html
S A Tyler, ‘Postmodern ethnography: from document of the occult to occult document’, In J J Clifford & G F Marcus (eds.) Writing culture: the poetics and politics of ethnography, Berkeley: University of California Press, pp.122–140

PhDs and research degree culture